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2018 Convention Competition

ILLUSTRATED POEM/VERSE IIW THEME

Dear International Inner Wheel Friends,

The IIW 2018 Convention Committee are conducting a competition to enable a display during the
convention, based on the 2017-2018 theme, ‘Leave A Lasting Legacy’
We are asking for your help and support please to make this happen.

 The idea is for each country to submit ONE entry only.
 Please note that the competition for the winning entries is actually within your own countries, as
each entry received by us will be considered a ‘winning entry’ having already been selected by you.

Every winning entry received, will be on display during the convention for all members attending to
see and enjoy. There is a surprise element to this, but it wouldn’t be a surprise if we told you before
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the convention!

We would like to ask National Representatives or the person who holds the highest elected office in
each country if you do not have a National Representative, or an IW member you select, to assist us
with making this happen. We are asking for these members to conduct the competition within their
own country and to have selected the winning entry prior to the deadline to enable it to be
submitted no later than 31st December 2017 (see details below). Remember only ONE entry per
country.
Every country is invited to submit an entry, regardless of whether they have members attending the
IIW 2018 Convention or not. Of course countries may showcase all their additional entries received
on their own websites as well, if they so wish. It would be wonderful to see them.

Naturally by conducting this competition in all clubs and Districts, you will be helping to promote
the IIW 2018 Convention as well, which is a bonus for us.
We are asking for each entry received, to relate to IIW President Kapila Gupta’s wonderful 2017-
2018 theme, “Leave A Lasting Legacy”.

 We are asking for each entry to be illustrated with either a photo, drawing, painting or other creative
means, but to be submitted as a high resolution
photo of whatever method of illustration has been used. We are not asking for entries to be sent
through the post.

 Please note….All photos , if being sent as an attachment to the written component of the entry,
must not be larger than 15cm x 10cm (6 inch x 4 inch), be in high resolution jpeg format and not
adjusted.
 The entry is to also contain a poem or verse that outlines the featured project being undertaken
and the lasting legacy it will leave. If every country participates, we will be able to showcase 100
Inner Wheel projects that demonstrate and support IIW President Kapila’s theme.
 For display purposes, each entry is to be no larger than A4 page size maximum, including the
illustration/photo and the wording/poem/verse.
 The entry will be required in LANDSCAPE FORMAT please, not in PORTRAIT.
 Deadline for submission is 31st December 2017
 Each entry is to be submitted electronically (EMAILED) to Inner Wheel member Sue Blenkhorn
(District A62)
 Email: gsblenk@bigpond.net.au
 Please include with your entry, the name of the member , Club or District who prepared it, plus the
country submitting the entry. The sender’s contact detail in case any follow up is required would be
appreciated .
We suggest you ask for a Read Receipt request to be sent so you know your entry has been
received.
We are looking forward to receiving your entries and to learning about your wonderful projects.
Yours always in Inner Wheel friendship,
Val
Val Corva IIW 2018 Convention Coordinator
Email: valcorva@
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